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The Principle and Process of Planning and Practicing Lessons 
Based on Nature of Human Learning: 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ফ া ঩ ໫঩ ଒ প৾ ౸঵੡
৾ආ୞ಀ ੽੡ ྉ
০৚भ౸঵भञीभ੒ಆपઌ໐प਄ॉੌ॒दऌऽखञऊ؛ق੒ಆऋୖऔोञधऌك ০৚भ౸঵৔ઍ॑৶ੰदऌऽखञऊ؛
धथु ऽँऽँ नठैदुऩः ँ॒ऽॉ छ॒छ॒ धथुदऌञ ऽँऽँदऌञ नठैदुऩः ँ॒ऽॉ ৸ऎदऌऩऊढञ
০৚भ౸঵पઌ໐प਄ॉੌीऽखञऊ؛ َेॉेःॢঝشউডشॡभञीपُ॑ৰষदऌऽखञऊ؛قॢঝشউডشॡ॑खञधऌك
धथु ऽँऽँ नठैदुऩः ँ॒ऽॉ छ॒छ॒ धथुदऌञ ऽँऽँदऌञ नठैदुऩः ँ॒ऽॉ ৸ऎदऌऩऊढञ
ق৐৚भ5HsHFWLRQ 6KHHW॑૞සखथك੝ఒਡृખ੄ਡम੝ఒऔोऽखञऊ؛ ০৚भ౸঵मౄৰखथःऽखञऊ؛
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